SEA SCOUTS UNIFORM

HEADWEAR
Navy Blue ball cap with SEA SCOUTS and the Sea Scout logo embroidered in white.

NECKERCHIEF
Neckerchiefs (Ship option). Youth and Adults may wear the black triangular design (618625). The "tar flap" design (618626) is reserved for youth only.

SHIRT
Dark Navy Blue button-down shirt (similar to Dickies 1574DN for men and FS574DN for women) or Dark Navy Blue t-shirt.

PANTS
Dark Navy Blue pants (similar to Dickies 874DN for men and 774DN for women).

BELT
Black web belt and buckle with Sea Scout logo (618624).

SHOES
Black plain-toe shoes and black socks, or activity footwear such as boat shoes, hiking boots, or athletic shoes.

INSIGNIA
Proper insignia includes the Council Shoulder Patch or CSP, the World Crest Emblem, Sea Scout Uniform Strip, Rank Emblem and more.